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Denial of Service (DoS)

● attack on availability of a service

● stop legitimate users from using service

● stop a service from running



Why DoS is hard

● huge attack surface
○ basically anything on the internet that can receive packets

● no skill necessary
○ attacks can come from anywhere

● simplest attack is to consume bandwidth
○ If I have 10 MiB/s and so does the server, I can take it all

● Distributed DoS (DDoS)
○ use the combined bandwidth of a whole lot of machines
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Why do a DoS attack?

think back to the adversarial categorical schema



What might motivate a DoS attack from:

● foreign intelligence

● terrorists

● politically motivated adversaries

● industrial espionage agents

● organized crime

● lesser criminals, e.g., “script kiddies”

● malicious insiders, e.g., disgruntled employees

● non-malicious employees, e.g., USB stick pluggers-in

● researchers, casual hackers, and bug bounty hunters



Think about the DoS attacks might/could exist



DoS Attacks in Online Gaming



Source: 
https://www.wired.com/2009/02/b
otnets-beat-sp





Negotiating with DoS Attackers?







DoS attack on Alerts





Visa and MasterCard's Refusal to Support WikiLeaks (2010): 

The Controversy Surrounding Donations
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The companies cited violations of their policies

 as the reason for stopping their services.

This move sparked criticism from some who saw it 

as censorship and an attempt to restrict freedom of speech.

The action also led to multiple cyber-attacks on the websites of the 

companies by the Anonymous hacker group.



DoS attacks on independent medias





DDos attack on national election











The 2007 Russian cyberattack on Estonia

(an example of state-level attack)





2022  Russian Cyberattacks on major U.S. Airport Websites









The Spamhaus-Cyberbunker Cyber-Gang Attack (2013)



Spamhaus, an anti-spam organization



Spamhaus blocked servers maintained by Cyberbunker

(CyberBunker was a Dutch Internet service provider) 



Cyberbunker said Spamhaus was abusing its position, and

should not be allowed to decide 

“what goes and does not go on the internet”



Spamhaus was targeted by a DDoS attack



was one of the largest DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks 

in history, reaching peaks of over 300 Gbps.



The attack caused disruptions across the internet and

 reached record-breaking intensity



It highlights the potential impact of cyber attacks

 and the importance of online security measures.





Two Basic Approaches

● deny service via a program flaw
○ “*NULL”

○ give input that crashes a server

○ trick a server into shutting down

● deny service via resource exhaustion
○ “while(1);”

○ consume CPU, memory, disk, network

● both a violation of RELUCTANT ALLOCATION
○ There isn’t any reliable way to distinguish between legitimate requests and fake 

ones



ICMP (Recall)

● Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)

● provides feedback about network operations

● error reporting, congestion control, reachability
○ destination unreachable

○ time exceeded

○ reachability test

○ message transit time

● Ping uses ICMP



Ping of Death
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Ping of Death

If an old Windows machine received

an ICMP packet with a payload longer

than 64K, it would crash or reboot

Why?

Packets of this length are illegal,

so programmers of Windows code

did not account for them.

Attackers induce zero-probability failures
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Smurf Reflector Attack

Attacker sends an ICMP echo request

but with the victim’s IP as source

sends to the broadcast address

bad gateways allowed this from outside

stream of pings from all computers

on the network overwhelm victim

















Bonk and Teardrop DoS attacks

● IP packet has offset field for fragmentation

● Bonk
○ an attacker sends large, fragmented IP packets to a target

○ leading to system crashes or slowdowns

● Teardrop
○ an attacker sends overlapping IP fragments with corrupted offset fields to a 

target

○ leading to system crashes or slowdowns

● Both exploit vulnerabilities in the IP protocol



DoS in General Terms

● defending against program flaws requires
○ careful coding, testing, and review

○ careful authentication for incoming commands

● e.g., shutdown or unlink

● defending against resource exhaustion is really hard
○ no isolation

● to keep adversary’s consumption separate from others

● Internet lacks isolation between traffic of different users

○ no reliable identification of users

● don’t handle adversary’s requests



Performing a DoS

● goal is to exhaust the bottleneck link for target’s Internet connection
○ all traffic to/from the target goes through this link

○ this link becomes completely filled up with useless traffic

● two approaches
○ use all the bandwidth

● send maximum-size packets

○ overwhelm the rate that the bottleneck router processes packets

● send minimum-size packets (why?)



Defending DoS

● suppose attacker has access to lots of bandwidth
○ use to send packets to target

● target can simply filter out their traffic
○ drop all packets from the attacker

● (we’ll talk about this later for firewalls)

○ filtering is an isolation mechanism

○ what can go wrong?



Filtering Flaws

● attacker can spoof source IP address
○ just use random ones each time

○ what can defender do?

● nothing unless the traffic is otherwise conspicuous

● hope more ISPs implement anti-spoofing mechanisms



Filtering Flaws

● attacker can use many actual machines to send traffic
○ distributed denial of service

○ now defender’s filters become much more complicated

○ botnets already exist and can be rented out for this purpose

○ real machines can use real IP



DoS Amplification

● attacker makes the victim use more bandwidth than the attacker

● makes DoS easier and cheap

● security is hard because of these asymmetries



DNS (Recall)

● DNS is critical UDP protocol

● converts hostnames into IP addresses

● query: what is IP for tru.ca

● response: the IP for tru.ca is 198.162.22.110

● response repeats query and adds more information





DNS DoS Amplification

● reply to DNS includes the query and all the answers

● reply is therefore larger than the query

● attacker spoofs DNS requests as though it came from victim
○ this can be done with blind spoofing

● UDP has a query-response nature

○ victim never learns attacker’s IP

○ victim cannot disable DNS

○ blocking victim IP is unproductive (why?)

● can give 100x amplification



NTP Amplification

● The Network Time Protocol (NTP) 

● a networking protocol for clock synchronization

● it solves the variable-latency between systems

● kerberos and many other protocols use NTP 





NTP monlist command gives 500x amplification
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NTP monlist command gives 500x amplification

Anyone running a publicly accessible NTP

server can be used in the attack.

The NTP protocol was fixed to

 avoid DoS attacks in 2014



Memcached DoS Amplification

● memcache is a distributed memory cache
○ a giant distributed memory storage

○ used to speed up dynamic web applications by alleviating database load

○ client store key-value pairs to a server

○ client requests values by using its key

● what can go wrong?
○ DoS amplification when value is larger than key

● what was the fix?







Memcached DoS Amplification

● memcache is a distributed memory cache
○ a giant distributed memory storage

○ used to speed up dynamic web applications by alleviating database load

○ client store key-value pairs to a server

○ client requests values by using its key

● what can go wrong?
○ DoS amplification when value is larger than key

● what was the fix?
○ disabled UDP





DDos Events

● 2013 Spamhaus at 300 Gbps
○ DNS open recursion

● 2015 GitHub from PRoC (People's Republic of China)
○ targeted projects to evade golden shield
○ injected javascript on those visiting Baidu

● 2016 Dyn using IoT
○ motive unknown (highlighted the security risks posed by IoT devices)

● 2017 Google at 2.54 Tbps
○ kept secret for 3 years

● 2018 GitHub at 1.3 Tbps
○ used memcached

● 2020 AWS at 2.3 Tbps
○ used CLDAP (connectionless lightweight directory access protocol) (rfc 1798) 



JS script to target GitHub/greatfire and NYTimes 



Summary

● many different adversaries want to use DoS attacks

● DoS attacks on the Internet are hard to stop
○ hard to identify honest queries from identical malicious ones

○ IP spoofing hides origin

○ DDoS from Botnets makes it easier and seem more legitimate

● UDP protocols can allows IP spoofing to combine with amplification
○ small query generates a big response that it aimed at victim


